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The Flatmates – Quiz – Used to   
 
You can try the quiz online at: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/flatmates/episode38/quiz.shtml 
 
 
For each of the six questions choose the one correct answer. 
 
1.  She … sweets when she was young but now she prefers savoury food. 
a.  uses to love 
b.  uses to love 
c.  used to love 
d.  used to loving 
 
2.  Before they had kids, they … to the cinema every Friday night. 
a.  use to go 
b.  used to go 
c.  used go 
d.  useto go  
 
3.  He’s so unfit now! He … so lazy. He was a great athlete when he was at school.  
a.  didn’t to be use  
b.  use didn’t to be 
c.  didn’t used to be 
d.  didn’t use to be 
 
4.  Years ago she … to London one summer. 
a.  goes 
b.  went 
c.  used to go 
d.  used 
 
5.  When she retires, she … spend all her time on her hobbies. 
a.  will spend 
b.  will use to spend 
c.  will used to spend 
d.  will uses to spend 
 
6.  There … only a few people cycling in London but you … loads of cyclists now. 
a.  used to be/used to see 
b.  use to be/use to see 
c.  used to be/saw 
d.  used to be/see 
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The Flatmates – Quiz – Used to  
 
Answers 
 
1.  She … sweets when she was young but now she prefers savoury food. 
a.  uses to love - Wrong – you need a different form of 'use' here. 
b.  uses to love - Wrong - you need a different form of 'use' here. 
c.  used to love - Correct – this means that something was true in the past but  
     isn't true now. 
d.  used to loving - Wrong - you need a different form of 'love' here. 
 
2.  Before they had kids, they … to the cinema every Friday night. 
a.  use to go - Wrong - you need a different form of 'use' here. 
b.  used to go - Correct – this means that they did something regularly in the  
     past but they don't do it now. 
c.  used go - Wrong – you need an extra word here. 
d.  useto go - Wrong -  this is written the way you'd pronounce the correct answer  
     but this isn't how you'd write it correctly.  
 
3.  He’s so unfit now! He … so lazy. He was a great athlete when he was at school.  
a.  didn’t to be use - Wrong – the words are in the wrong order. 
b.  use didn’t to be - Wrong - the words are in the wrong order. 
c.  didn’t used to be - Wrong -  you need a different form of 'use' here. 
d.  didn’t use to be - Correct - this means that something was true in the past  
     but isn't true now. 
 
4.  Years ago she … to London one summer. 
a.  goes - Wrong – you need a different form of 'go' here. 
b.  went- Correct – this was a something she did once in the past so we use the  
     Past Simple here. 
c.  used to go - Wrong - this was a something she did once in the past so 'used to'  
    isn't correct here.  
d.  go - Wrong - you need a different form of 'go' here. 
 
5.  When she retires, she … spend all her time on her hobbies. 
a.  will spend - Correct – this tell us about her future habits.  
b.  will use to spend - Wrong – a form of 'use to' isn't correct when we're talking about  
     future habits.  
c.  will used to spend - Wrong - a form of 'use to' isn't correct when we're talking about  
     future habits.  
d.  will uses to spend - Wrong - a form of 'use to' isn't correct when we're talking about  
     future habits. 
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6.  There … only a few people cycling in London but you … loads of cyclists now. 
a.  used to be/used to see - Wrong – the first part of your answer is correct/a form of  
     'use to' isn't correct when we're talking about the present.  
b.  use to be/use to see - Wrong - you need a different form of 'use' here/a form of  
     'use to' isn't correct when we're talking about the present.  
c.  used to be/saw - Wrong - the first part of your answer is correct/you need a different   
     form of 'see' here because it's referring to the present. 
d.  used to be/see - Correct – this means more people ride bikes now than they  
     did in the past. 
 
Would you like to look at the language point that this quiz was based on?  Go to: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/flatmates/episode38/languagepoint.shtml 
 
Or you can download the language point from: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/flatmates/episode38/languagepoint.pdf 
 
More quizzes on this topic: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/youmeus/quiznet/newquiz114.shtml 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/flatmates/episode38/languagepoint.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/flatmates/episode38/languagepoint.pdf
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/youmeus/quiznet/newquiz114.shtml
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More quizzes on this topic: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/youmeus/quiznet/newquiz114.shtml 
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